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J. A. Green proved a theorem which is the converse of a theorem of R. Brauer
Ž .1955, Proc. Camb. Philos. Soc. 51, 237239 . The present author gave another
proof of the theorem by making an application of the characteristic class functions
of a finite group. In this article we give another proof of the theorem which is
easier than the two previous proofs of the theorem, by using the Mackey decompo-
sition theorem.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this article, G, Z, and C denote a finite group, the ring of
rational integers, and the field of complex numbers, respectively. Let
 Ž . 4  1 the principal character , . . . ,  be the full set of nonisomorphic1 G h
Ž .irreducible complex characters of G. Let char G be the character ring
Ž .  h Ž .4 Ž .of G. That is, char G  Ý a   a  Z i 1, . . . , h . Then char Gi1 i i i
Ž .is a subring of the ring cf G of all complex-valued class functions on G.
Ž .From now on, for any subring R of C we denote by char G the set ofR
R-linear combinations of the complex characters of G for simplicity. For
Ž . cf G and a subgroup H of G, we denote the restriction of  to H by
 G Ž . or Res  .H H
Let A be any subring of C consisting of algebraic integers such that
Z A, and let H be a family of subgroups of G. Then we consider the
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following four statements with respect to H :
Ž . Ž .  Ž .i If for any  cf G ,   char H for all H H, then H
Ž .char G .
Ž . Ž .  Ž .ii If for any  cf G ,   char H for all H H, then H A
Ž .char G .A
Ž .  Ž .4G Ž .  Ž .4Giii Ý char H  char G where char H is the set of allH  H
Žgeneralized characters of G of the form * the generalized character of
. Ž .G induced by  with  char H .
Ž .iv Each elementary subgroup of G is contained in some conjugate
of some subgroup belonging to H.
Ž  .These statements are equivalent see the introduction in 7 . Proofs of
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i  iii and ii  iii are obtained by Brauer’s proof of Theorem 3 in
  Ž .   1 and by using two formulas i of Theorem 38.5 in 2 and 1 Ýa  ,G H H
Ž .  where a  Z,   char H and H H. In 4 J. A. Green gives a proofH H
Ž . Ž .of iii  iv by using Frobenius’s formula for induced characters, to
Ž . Ž . Ž .  prove i  iv that is, the converse of a theorem of R. Brauer . In 7 the
Ž . Ž .present author gives a proof of ii  iv in the case where  A, where
  is a primitive G th root of unity, by making an application of the
characteristic class functions of G. We want to get a direct proof of
Ž . Ž .i  iv , but it seems to be difficult to get its proof.
Ž . Ž .In this article we intend to give a proof of iii  iv by using the
Ž  .Mackey decomposition theorem Theorem 44.2 in 2 .
Ž . Ž .2. PROOF OF iii  iv
   Let  be a G th root of unity and let A Z  be the subring of C
generated by  over Z. Then we have
² :LEMMA 2. Let E y  P be a p-elementary subgroup of G where P is
² :a p-group and y is a p-group and let E be a proper subgroup of E. Let 
be any generalized character of E . Then we hae

IndE  y  * y  pA,Ž . Ž . Ž .E

E Ž .where Ind  denotes the generalized character of E induced by  .E

Proof. If y E , then by the definition of an induced character, we
 Ž .can easily show that * y  0 pA. Hence we may assume y E . Then
² :we can write E  y  P , where P  P	 E and P is a proper
    subgroup of P. Let Pn t P be a decomposition of P into disjointi1 i left cosets with respect to P . Then En t E is a decomposition of Ei1 i 
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1˙* y   t yt  n y .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i i
i1
   Ž .Since n P : P and p n, we have * y  pA. Thus the proof is
complete.
Remark. The above lemma may be similar to the lemmas which are
    Ž    .stated in 3 and 6 see Lemma 15.29 in 3 and Lemma 11 in 6, p. 85 .
But it is essentially different from those lemmas because in Lemma 2.1 we
only consider a generalized character of a proper subgroup of an elemen-
tary subgroup of G, instead of a generalized character of a subgroup H of
G where H does not contain any conjugate of a given elementary sub-
group of G. It seems that a proof of Lemma 2.1 is easier than the proofs of
the two previously stated lemmas.
Ž . Ž .Proof of iii  iv . Let H be a family of subgroups of a finite group G
Ž . ² :which satisfies iii and let E y  P be a p-elementary subgroup of
Ž .G for a p-element y and a p-group P. By assumption iii we have
1  a IndG  ,Ž .Ý ÝG H ,  H
HH
Ž .where a  Z and  char H .H , 
Assume by way of contradiction that E is contained in no conjugate of a
Žsubgroup belonging to H. By the Mackey decomposition theorem Theo-
 .rem 44.2 in 2 we can write
ResG 1  1  a ResG IndG Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý ÝE G E H ,  E H
HH
E t  tt a Ind  ,Ž .Ý Ý Ý H 	 EH ,  H 	 E
 tTHH
Ž .where T is a full set of the representatives of all H, E double cosets
in G.
Since E is contained in no conjugate of a subgroup belonging to H,
H t 	 E is a proper subgroup of E. Therefore by Lemma 2.1 we have
E t  ttInd  y  pA.Ž .Ž .H 	 EH 	 E
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